Background: Though diastolic interrogation of the mitral annulus (MA) using tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) has been quite useful in assessing left ventricular (LV) diastolic function, the relative contribution of the previous cycle MA systolic displacement or velocity components to subsequent LV diastole has not been previously investigated. We therefore sought to determine the association between MA systolic dynamics and LV diastolic function parameters.
Introduction
Three continuous layers of muscle bundles arranged in a helical configuration are known to comprise the ellipsoid shape of the normal left ventricle (LV) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Even though all muscle bundles are required for optimal mechanical efficiency [5] , longitudinal fiber shortening in systole causes basal to apical displacement of the mitral annulus (MA), while rapid lengthening in diastole is responsible for reversing the direction of MA displacement to its resting basal location [5] .
From a hydraulic perspective, based on the Pascal's principle, MA displacement not only should assist in LV systolic function, but also MA apical to basal motion should aid in LV filling [6] . While maximal MA plane systolic excursion (MAPSE) and MA systolic velocity have been used as potential measures of LV systolic function [7, 8] in certain clinical scenarios, both measures have limited diagnostic utility [4] . Though interrogation of the MA diastolic to determine early and late diastolic relaxation velocities with the use of tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) has been quite useful in assessing LV diastolic function [9] , the relative contribution of the previous cycle MA systolic displacement or velocity component in regards to subsequent LV diastole cycle has not been previously investigated. We therefore sought to determine the association between MA dynamics and diastolic function parameters.
Methods
We therefore conducted a retrospective analysis and queried our University Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH echocardiography database for complete studies having good endocardial border resolution of left atrial (LA) and LV chambers from the parasternal long axis, two-and four-chamber apical views, M-mode and tissue Doppler (TDI) of the lateral MA as well as complete collection of required Doppler variables to perform assessment of LV diastolic function so that we could be able to determine which MA component, motion or velocity correlates best with LV diastolic function. Studies were excluded if ectopy or arrhythmias were present as well as if the heart rate was greater than 100 beats per minute. The University of Cincinnati Institutional Review Board (IRB # 12061302) approved the study.
All two-dimensional echocardiographic studies were performed using commercially available systems (Vivid 7 and 9, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Images were For the particular purpose of this study, LV end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes were measured as recommended by the American Society of Echocardiography to determine LV ejection fraction using the Simpson's method [4] . In addition, surrogate measures of LV systolic function such as MAPSE as well as its systolic (S') velocity of the lateral portion of the MA were acquired as previously described [4] . LA volumes were calculated using the biplane area-length formula, while LV mass was determined using M-mode echocardiography, as previously described [4] . Both LA volumes and LV mass were corrected for body surface area [4] . Finally, LV diastolic function was determined using recommended American Society of Echocardiography guidelines [9] .
All continuous data are listed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Correlations between MAPSE as well as MA TDI S' and other collected echocardiographic parameters were performed using Pearson's correlation. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to detect the best parameter that identified MAPSE and MA TDI systolic velocity. P-values of < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. All analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute).
Results
The studied population included data from 100 patients (mean Mitral
age 54 ± 14, 53 of these patients were males with a mean body surface area of 2.0 ± 0.3). Mean, SD and range of measurements for all the intended echocardiographic variables used for this study are shown in Table 1 . Significant association was found between LVMI, LAVI, LVEF, MV E/A ratio, MA TDI E', MA TDI A', MV E/MA TDI E' ratio with both MAPSE and MA TDI S'. Additionally, age was associated with MAPSE and MVE with MA TDI S' (P < 0.05). Figure 1 depicts the echocardiographic variables showing the strongest association with MAPSE and MA TDI S'. Multiple linear regression analysis showing the association between MAPSE and MA TDI S' with the studied echocardiographic parameters is shown in Table 2 .
Discussion
Cardiac performance is directly related to its architecture. In the case of the LV, longitudinal and circumferential myocardial fiber orientation facilitates systolic ejection during fiber shortening and filling in diastole with rapid fiber lengthening [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, LV longitudinal fibers also contribute to LV systole and diastole by facilitating MA displacement [5] . Based on these anatomical and functional principles, the MA should experience dynamic changes throughout the cardiac cycle; therefore, each preceding LV diastole cycle should impact the ensuing motion or velocity of the MA during systole. When examining our results, as expected both MAPSE and MA TDI S' correlate with systolic parameters of LV function. In the case of MAPSE, there is a clear dependence on age and LVMI. However, the most notable findings of this study relate to the behavior of the MA with regard to parameters of LV diastolic function. Specifically, no correlation was seen in terms of MAPSE. In sharp contrast, MA TDI S' correlated with MA relaxation velocities during both early and late LV diastoles.
From a mechanistic point of view, LV myocardial fiber architecture creates complex patterns of non-homogeneous of contractility that cannot be depicted by M-mode interrogation of the MA despite the high sampling rate of this imaging modality. Hence, the association between MAPSE and LV ejection fraction is valid only in patients with either normal or dilated LV [10, 11] as MAPSE is known to lose its diagnostic value when assessing LV ejection fraction in patients with LV hypertrophy as longitudinal shortening is greatly compromised in these patients [12] . In sharp contrast, TDI has diagnostic advantage in this particular scenario, as it is able to assess specific components of MA displacement such as velocity, acceleration/deceleration and time intervals [4, 9] . Direct comparisons of these two imaging modalities to assess overall MA displacement revealed that TDI was better than M-mode as it resulted in greater concordance and less observer variability [13] . Since LV twist represents the mean longitudinal gradient of the net difference between clockwise and counterclockwise rotations of the LV apex and base, as viewed from LV apex [14, 15] , both MAPSE and MA TDI S' values should reflect LV systolic performance [4] . Nonetheless, when considering LV diastole MA TDI S' will be less hampered than MAPSE as TDI rather than M-mode has been a well validated modality to measure relaxation velocities that have become quite useful in assessing LV diastolic function [9] . Finally, TDI allows measurement of all cardiac events (preejection, systole, isovolumic relaxation and diastole) on one acquired image.
Several limitations need to be acknowledged. First, it has retrospective nature of a small sample size. Second, our results [16] , yet most of LV diastolic dysfunction patients remained under the same classification by new guidelines. Regardless, both echocardiographic measurements of MAPSE and MA TDI S' remain unchanged; therefore, we believe this has no significant bearing on our results.
Conclusion
Our study highlights apparent differences in the behavior of MA longitudinal displacement depending on the imaging tool used for interrogation showing the tight known interdependence exiting between LV systole and diastole. Additional studies are now warranted to explore whether a reduced MA TDI S' may affect the symptomatic profile or the overall prognosis of patients with LV diastolic dysfunction.
